Introduction {#S0001}
============

Among the four major groups of chronic diseases, chronic respiratory diseases have the second highest estimated economic burden for 2011--2025 (US\$ 1.59 trillion) and are responsible for 15% of deaths in the world.[@CIT0001] Chronic respiratory diseases affect air passages and associated structures of lungs, which lead to either airways' obstruction or restriction. Examples of chronic respiratory diseases, which are in the headlines for global mortality and morbidity, include asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pulmonary hypertension, and occupational lung disease.Figure 3ROB Cochrane summary.**Note:** +, - and ? show low, high or unclear risk of bias, respectively.Figure 4EPOC graph.

Asthma is defined as a "heterogenous disease, usually characterized by chronic airway inflammation. It is defined by the history of respiratory symptoms, such as wheeze, shortness of breath, chest tightness and cough that vary over time and in intensity, together with variable expiratory airflow limitation"[@CIT0002] In low- and middle-income countries, asthma is comparatively more pervasive than any other chronic respiratory disease, and is a prime mover of mortality and disability in all age and gender groups, especially children. In 2015 alone, the death toll due to asthma was 383,000 globally.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004]

It is recommended that every country should make updated strategies for efficient diagnosis and medicine management of asthma with an emphasis on capacity building of health professionals. The capacity building may include reinforcing the role of potential healthcare professionals and strengthening the integration of community and primary healthcare by finding innovative ways and new horizons for collaborative efforts and actions.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002],[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006] Effective management of asthma heavily depends on the strategy of medication management to improve adherence and to avoid any medication misadventure. This management of medication is essential, since the patient is taking medications long-term on a daily basis and there are many groups of medications involved in asthma management, such as short acting beta agonist (SABA), long acting beta agonist (LABA), and inhaled steroids.

Involvement of general practitioner in management of asthma {#S0001-S2001}
-----------------------------------------------------------

General practitioners (GPs) have generally been involved in asthma management in primary care. However, some studies reported significant shortfalls of GPs' practices to adhere to the standard guidelines and in commissioning written action plans for asthmatic patients, resulting in suboptimal clinical and humanistic outcomes.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] GPs, however, defend their positions by recounting many barriers in optimization of chronic disease management for asthmatics, for instance, high patient influx, fast growing aging populations, time constraints, and tough schedules, which makes it practically impossible to cater individual detailing and individualized care plans. On the other hand, patients lack motivation or proper understanding, and do not follow routine scheduled visits due to, for example, financial constraints, and only rush to GPs in the case of medical emergency, such as an acute asthma exacerbation. Together, these factors may contribute to stall effective management of asthma and, hence, call for sharing of responsibilities with other healthcare professionals by involving them in decision-making through a collaborative approach.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010]

Involvement of community pharmacist in management of asthma {#S0001-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The philosophy of pharmaceutical care urges the pharmacist to take responsibility of direct patient care and to improve clinical, humanistic, and economic outcomes, especially in chronic diseases. Community pharmacists (CPs) represent a conspicuous part of pharmacist fraternity, who are equally trained, thoroughly skilled, and well qualified. Recently in developed countries, CPs have been involved in direct patient care for health promotion and medication management services in various chronic diseases, such as hypertension, diabetes, and asthma[@CIT0011] The expanded role of CPs in patient's education, adherence support, and medication therapy management becomes more important as asthma involves a chronic cycle, specialized devices, periodic assessments, self-monitoring, and an individualized therapeutic plan, and CPs have vast potential to provide these interventions.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013]

Collaboration between CP and GP {#S0001-S2003}
-------------------------------

Diseases management approaches are receiving volumes of interest in developed countries as a valuable tool to combat with the burden of chronic diseases. A disease management approach is generally comprised of multiple components, such as medication management, education, counseling, monitoring, and use of appropriate guidelines. These approaches, no matters diverse in scope of practice, are based on a common underneath philosophy of "collaboration" among various healthcare stakeholders, such as pharmacists, physicians, and nurses, to deliver a well-coordinated form of collaborative care. Medicines are the major key players in the management of chronic diseases. To improve quality and adherence in the medicine use process and to minimize the risk of any misadventure which chronic use of medicine may cause, medicine management programs were embedded as essential components in diseases management approaches[@CIT0014]

Collaborative practice such as "Physician-Pharmacist Collaborative Management" or "Collaborative Drug Therapy Management" which involves CPs may offer a peer review of the medication use process and ensure prescribed medications are in accordance to patient disease state. This concept, which was previously confined to tertiary healthcare, are now being practiced in primary healthcare settings such as community pharmacy[@CIT0015] However, collaborative practices which involve CP and GP in primary care were less reported. CPs, as being situated at a foremost point of contact with patients, represent a consequential role for relationship building between patients and care-givers. A recent study in the US reveals approximately 250 million people enter pharmacies in a week, making it a unique premises in the sense of high ease of public access[@CIT0016] Collaboration in the healthcare system involves mutual communication and sharing of expertise, knowledge, and experience of healthcare professionals, with a prime objective to benefit the patients[@CIT0017] Hence, any model which involves two or more healthcare professionals (in this review GP and CP) to improve patient outcomes can be considered as "collaborative practice". The practice may include, but not be limited to:

a.  training each other for a proposed intervention,

b.  referral of patients to each other for diseases or medication counseling or education,

c.  updating each other about patient drug usage patterns with or without any recommendation, and

d.  exchange of recommendations, such as change in the medication dose, dosage form, or medicine/drug use review outcomes, or consultation about the course or state of the disease, done by using any form of communication, such as verbal, electronic, or written.

Problem statement {#S0001-S2004}
-----------------

### Suboptimal management and burden of asthma {#S0001-S2004-S3001}

Management of asthma remains suboptimal and represents a global health problem which has raised many concerns to countries' healthcare systems.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002],[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006] Today, if we appraise the burden of asthma there is much to be worried about. Asthma stands out of the crowed as one of the most high-priced chronic diseases in the world. Economic studies have suggested that a poorly controlled asthma poses a far higher economic burden than a well-controlled asthma[@CIT0018] The Global Asthma Report-2018 revealed the rampant asthma burden, which has amplified from 235 million cases in 2011 to 339 million cases in 2018 around the globe. Physical and psychosocial factors associated with asthma may reduce an individual's quality-of-life (QoL), causing disabilities, loss of productivity (particularly for pediatrics), deaths, and economic drain. The avoidable deaths related to asthma are still on a surge, with the utmost reason proclaimed to be the mismanagement of diseases and medications including "over-reliance on reliever medication rather than preventer medication"[@CIT0001]

### Lack of adherence and patient education {#S0001-S2004-S3002}

Lack of adherence to medications, poor knowledge of inhaler technique, triggers, and disease are major contributors in the inadequate management of asthma[@CIT0019] Basically, it is pertinent to mention that much of the burden is avoidable, and strategies are required to improve the management of asthma. A recent study in Europe concluded that only 5.3% of the asthma population met the defined clinical goals, and 75% of patients were non-adherent to the prescribed medications. This poor adherence in asthma is generally either linked to underuse of inhaled steroids or improper inhalation techniques, both of which are associated with poor asthma control[@CIT0020] Apart from medication, it is of paramount importance that patients must understand what triggers asthma, how to avoid such triggers, and what to do in the case of an acute attack. In the US, the National Asthma Education and Prevention program has made formal patient education a mandatory component integrated in all kinds of asthma care programs. Thus, proper education and counseling of patients about the disease, medicines, and devices can lead asthmatics to enjoy a better QoL, and may reduce the burden of preventable emergency visits and deaths[@CIT0021]

Research question {#S0001-S2005}
-----------------

The research was guided by a specific research question: "What is the impact of collaborative CP-GP interventions on clinical, humanistic, and economical outcomes in asthma patients? "

Rationale of this systematic review {#S0001-S2006}
-----------------------------------

Previous systematic reviews had evaluated the role of CPs in asthma management. However, many of them were not conclusive due to the lack of quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) of the outcomes,[@CIT0010],[@CIT0019],[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022] while other reviews mix a different healthcare setting (hospital, or clinics, or community pharmacy), and thus lack specificity for community pharmacist,[@CIT0010],[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0024] nevertheless one review focused on only one outcome, ie, adherence and attempted meta-analysis but again used A mixed setting and does not focus on collaboration[@CIT0024]

There is limited evidence documented in the literature for the effectiveness of CP-GP collaborative approach in asthma management in primary care[@CIT0025] It is not known whether these interventions have positive, negative, or no effect on patient outcomes. Furthermore, to enrich the understanding of the effectiveness of an intervention, it has been a bench mark in scientific queries to encompass a multidimensional or holistic view of outcomes of an intervention for instance, humanistic or economic outcomes, rather than just focusing on therapeutic outcome. Hence, these rationales and gaps in the evidence necessitate a systematic review focused on CP-GP collaborative intervention for asthma management in terms of clinical, humanistic, and economical outcomes.

The present review takes an account of all three outcomes: clinical, humanistic, and economic, and, thus, has wide outcome coverage, yet, is specific to pool up the contribution of only community pharmacist intervention which were conducted in collaboration with GPs. It has attempted to quantitatively combine data where it was combinable for each outcome in the form of meta-analysis. It is pertinent to mention the essential difference we want to clarify here is the distinction of the interventions as "collaborative" as compared to those where there is no collaboration (interventions administered solo, ie, independent of other healthcare provider), for example, smoking cessations programs offered through community pharmacy or asthma clinic run by independent pharmacists, because, sooner or later, these solo (independent) modes would proffer similar problems (lack of time for proper patient education and counseling, no peer review process of prescriptions) as reported by the critiques of physician's solo mode of care delivery, since GPs have been engaged independently in healthcare delivery for ages.

To date, there is no study, to our knowledge, that has systematically reviewed the outcomes of collaborative practice between GPs and CPs in the management of asthma. This expanded role of CPs and its collaboration with GPs needs an objective analysis that could lead to evidence which may sum up clinical, humanistic, or economic benefits theses collaborative practices may bring. Hence, the focus of this systematic review is asthma management strategies, which involve CPs interventions in collaboration with GPs. The aim of this systematic review is to summarize the evidence regarding the impact of collaborative care provided by CP-GP in management of asthma. Based on the findings of this review, our objective is to relate and connect various insights to put forward some recommendations to inform the policymakers about the impact of this collaborative care in the management of asthma. Consequently, this evidence base would be placed in the context of the Malaysian healthcare system to explore a number of evidence-based policy options.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

Protocol {#S0002-S2001}
--------

The protocol for this review was registered on the "International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews" (record CRD42017057188). This systematic review was reported in accordance with the PRISMA guidelines[@CIT0026] Thus, the research question was broken up into Population, Intervention, Outcome, Timings, and Settings (PICO-TS), in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, explaining the pre-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria in detail. The review team ensures the validity of the systematic review, where NM was the main reviewer, CSZ the supervisor, EH the co-supervisor, and TMK an expert of meta-analysis.Table 1Detailed exclusion inclusion criterion as per PICO-TSPopulationInterventionComparatorOutcomeTimings:SettingTypes of studiesInclusionCommunity pharmacistGeneral physician or general practitioner or family physician or family practitioner (in primary care)Asthma out-patients of any age range & gender (both pediatric and adult) and any severity levelAll interventions where there is any form of collaboration, whether remote or integrated; between GP/CP, including face to face, telephonic, text, Fax, letter, or email, or any other way of communication, which may involve: All types of medicine use reviews including medication therapy management servicesAdherence improvement servicesCounselingPatient EducationNo collaboration or usual care.Primary Outcome: Clinical (asthma severity, asthma control, pulmonary functions, drug use, inhalation technique)\
Secondary:\
1. Humanistic (QoL, adherence, asthma knowledge, hospital or emergency department visits)\
2. Economical (cost utility or cost benefit ratio).\
Report at least one of the outcomes given.Interventions administered once or frequentlyGenerally, any setting which involves community or retail pharmacist, thus:Community/retail pharmacy collaboratively working with: Primary careGPs clinic (out patients)Nursing homesGeneral practiceFamily practiceManaged care homes\
\*It also includes:\
The small pharmacy shops with a registered pharmacist integrated within primary care setting.\
\*\* It also includes home medication reviews performed by CPs which involve CP-GP collaboration.Types of studies:\
Any analytical design: involving\
human\
1. Randomized controlled trials, RCT (either randomize pharmacist;\
physician, or patient) Clustered RCT\
quasi-experimental, and pre-post intervention study\
2. Non-randomized control trials\
3. Retrospective observational studies\
4. Prospective cohort\
5. Pilot studies &\
Nature of the study:\
1. Language: English\
2. If a study combines both COPD and Asthma, it will be included only if the outcomes are clearly separable\
3. DissertationsExclusionPharmacist assistant involvedNurses & pharmacist collaborationStudent pharmacistIn-patientsNot clearly reporting about the collaboration in the whole of the studyInterventions delivered through pharmacy assistants or students/internee---Qualitative outcomes, such as perception, attitude.If study purely evaluates economic outcomes without any GP-CP collaborationProcess outcomes, such as number of medication problems identified, or number of recommendations accepted by the GPTertiary care hospitalsPharmacies in hospitalsSchools/College/universitiesPharmacist managed independent ambulatory clinics.Editorials & letter to editor\
Review articles Non-English language articleNot reporting CP interventionExploring the attitudes and behaviors or perception of pharmacists or physicians or patients.Meetings proceedings (abstracts)Descriptive studies or qualitative research[^1]

Search strategy {#S0002-S2002}
---------------

Articles were located in 10 databases: NLM PubMed, Medline/Ovid, Cumulative index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Scopus, Web of Science, Cochran central register of controlled trials, PsycARTICLES®, Science Direct, Education Resource Information Centre, and PRO-Quest, from inception to January 1, 2017 using the search terms and Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) determined prior to the study using input from experience researchers, librarians, databases specific thesaurus, keywords, and MeSH used in relevant literature. Examples of search terms and MeSH used were: "pharmacist", "community pharmacy", "retail pharmacy", "general physician", "general practitioner", "medicine use review", "drug use review", and "medication therapy management". Search terms were constructed in accordance with the PICO model to build a fully fledged search strategy. As databases have differences in terms of search operations and MeSH words, so we tailored our main search strategy as per the requirements of an individual database. Full keywords and MeSH used for locating relevant articles in different databases are available in Appendix I. Boolean logic, wildcards, truncations, quotation marks, and proximity operators were used where applicable to reach an appropriate number of hits. A hand search of potentially relevant articles was then executed using the reference lists of relevant studies.

Study selection {#S0002-S2003}
---------------

Studies were identified through the search in electronic databases, grey literature search, and reference list of relevant articles. The retrieved articles were then de-duplicated in Endnotes, based on inclusion/exclusion criteria, and were subjected to title and abstract screening for eligibility for full text review by NM and checked by CSZ and EH. Whenever there was a doubt on the eligibility of an abstract, its full text was consulted. To be eligible, a study needs to have reported: An intervention performed by CPs for asthma management.Some degree of collaboration with a GP.Either a control group or pre--post research design.At least one of the three patient outcomes (clinical, humanistic, economical).Be in English language and not a conference proceeding.

Although randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are taken as gold standard in evidence synthesis, it is also a valid assumption to consider that RCT design is not feasible in all situations, so we added controlled trials without randomization as well as other quasi experimental research designs. A study was included if it complied with the pre-set inclusion and exclusion criteria. The examples of collaborative intervention include patient referral, prescription review, education, and counseling, where the comparator was usual care (where no CP/GP collaboration is involved) in a setting which involved community pharmacy and primary care. Detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria are outlined in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. To ensure the validity of the screening process, all excluded articles were reviewed by all authors. In the case of any disagreement on a study for inclusion or exclusion; resolution was achieved through consensus. In the case of any doubt on the nature of collaboration, the corresponding authors were contacted via email to get the larger picture. This wais then followed by data extraction of important information and analysis.

Data extraction {#S0002-S2004}
---------------

Full text studies were duly reviewed, and data were extracted by two members (NM and CSZ) independently to minimize the bias, using a common standardized template for data extraction. This template had columns to add: study characteristics, type of intervention (education, counseling, medicine use review, referral to GPs, inhalation technique improvements, medication adherence assessment, and asthma control), mode of intervention to the patients (face-to-face or through any mail mode), and nature of collaboration between CPs and GPs based on a hypothetical collaboration scale. Any difference between the two members in extracted data was identified and resolved through consensus. Throughout the process of data extraction, we trusted only the data published in the article.

Outcome of interest {#S0002-S2005}
-------------------

Primary outcomes (clinical) include pulmonary functions (peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR), forced expiratory volume 1 (FEV~1~), FEV~1~/forced vital capacity (FVC), inhalation technique, asthma control, and drug usage. Secondary outcomes include reported results on humanistic outcomes, such as QoL, asthma knowledge, and economic outcomes, for example cost--benefit ratio.

Collaboration scale {#S0002-S2006}
-------------------

The authors designed an arbitrary hypothetical collaboration scale to subjectively evaluate the level of collaboration involved in the included studies. Studies were ranked in terms of the nature of collaborative practice involved. If a study mentioned training of CPs on the management of asthma by the GP or vice versa it had 1 point. On the other hand, if a study mentioned patient referral from GP to CP or vice versa, it was given 2 points; while, a study which highlighted the fact that CPs updated GPs about patient drug usage patterns or diseases state had 3 points and, finally, a study which stated that CPs had a role which allowed themo suggest change of drug or dose and GPs accepted the recommendation was given 4 points on the collaboration scale (the highest score). The maximum points a study could achieve on the collaboration scale were 10 (ie, if the study had reported all four forms of collaboration), where higher scores represent a higher level of collaboration. The collaboration was termed "integrated" if the GPs and CPs share the same premises or "remote" if they do not share the same premises and communicate via phone or emails.

Data analysis {#S0002-S2007}
-------------

Cochrane Review Manager (RevMan)® V.5.3 software (Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2014) was used for data analysis.

Risk of bias (RoB) assessment {#S0002-S2008}
-----------------------------

RevMan was used to generate the ROB graphically. We used different RoB tools for different research designs to appraise RoB in various studies. For instance, (RCT), Controlled trials (CT), and Cluster randomized control trials (C-RCT) were evaluated through the "Cochrane risk of bias tool" because oit is a validated tool for RCTs. However, the number of RCTs are limited, and thus allow addition of other research designs for which another tool by Cochrane, "Effective Practice and Organization of Care (EPOC)" was deployed for all non-randomized, or other quasi experimental study designs (pre--post). In EPOC, the studies were evaluated against eight main domains: selection bias (randomization, concealment, baseline measures), baseline outcome difference, attrition bias, detection bias, contamination bias, and reporting bias. As per risk of bias domains, the studies were scored using low, high, and unclear risk. However, it is not encouraged to give some numerical value to the RoB, as per the new Cochrane guidelines, which focus on the domain-based analysis of the RoB in the included studies[@CIT0027]

Procedure of meta-analysis {#S0002-S2009}
--------------------------

For meta-analysis, we grouped studies based on outcome and, where at least two studies report combinable data for a specific outcome, meta-analysis was carried out to pool the results. Thus, we performed independent meta-analysis for individual outcomes (n=14) contrasting CP-GP collaborator intervention vs usual care or no care.

As the inclusion criterion for study designs was general and allowed all types of research designs, the studies included in quantitative synthesis were partly different in terms of research designs and tools to measure outcomes. Thus, we combined the data, where it was possibly combinable and aided our findings through both; narrative synthesis (descriptive), as well as through meta-analysis. Only studies were pooled which have reported data in terms of mean and standard deviations (SDs) or in a form which can be convertible to mean or SD through some statistical operation. To compute effect size, standard mean difference was used for continuous variables, while odds ratio was used for categorical variables. Finally, to synthesize the summary effect estimate of CP-GP collaborative intervention, Forest plots were constructed based on the assumption of random effect model to pool the data for all outcome. A random effect model was deployed because it introspects various sources of variability or heterogeneity, ie, within and in between study variability due to sample size, research design, or tool used to measure the outcome of all the included studies. This is opposite of the fixed effect model, which only takes an account of the statistical heterogeneity among the included studies in meta-analysis. Furthermore, the random effect model yields a conservative effect size rather than an exaggerated one and, thus, does not produce false positive results.[@CIT0028] Three important considerations were taken into account before concluding a meta-analysis.

Heterogeneity {#S0002-S2010}
-------------

The most common misleading and malpractice while reporting meta-analysis is pooling of data when there is considerable heterogeneity, which gave rise to false conclusions.[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0033] Thus, heterogeneity is a decisive factor to authorize whether the data in various studies are combinable or not. Tau^2^ or chi^2^ and I^2^ are some of the tests used to determine statistical heterogeneity, but the I^2^ does not suffer from some of the drawbacks of the other two tests, and thus holds more reliability.[@CIT0029] I^2^ is the percentage of total variance. I^2^ values of 25%, 50%, and 75% indicate low, moderate, and high heterogeneity, respectively.[@CIT0030] Thus, heterogeneity in the included studies in meta-analysis was accessed through I^2^ statistic, where a higher value of I^2^ means a higher level of variability because of factors other than random variations. An I^2^ value of zero or less than 25% gives credibility that the effect size produced by pooling of data of various studies represents the true value of a homogenous population (ie, the studies don\'t have different populations), and there is no need of subgroup or sensitivity analysis.[@CIT0030],[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035] On the other hand, high I^2^ value indicates that the populations across different studies in a meta-analysis are different, hence pooling of data makes no sense and should be avoided. In this case the next step is to perform a subgroup analysis to determine any valid reason of heterogeneity, if the heterogeneity value get insignificant in a subgroup analysis, then the pooled effect size of an intervention holds much credibility than the overall analysis. In our case, if I^2^\>25%, we preferred to perform subgroup analysis based on research designs to get a subgroup which has low I[@CIT0002] values and may allow the pooling of data to draw valid results. Zlowodzki et al,[@CIT0036] suggested to determine the reasons of heterogeneity through subgroup analysis under a pre-defined criterion, and this review followed the guidelines provided for subgroup analysis.[@CIT0037]

Effect size (ES) {#S0002-S2011}
----------------

"Effect" is a measure of association between an intervention or exposure and an outcome. Effect size is the magnitude or strength of the association, and is represented by "d", also called "Cohen's d". The beneficial or non-beneficial results of meta-analysis are indicated by effect size.[@CIT0038] Medical researchers are often interested to establish the superiority of one intervention over another. They do it by computing the difference between the intervention and control group.[@CIT0039]

Interpretation of ES {#S0002-S2012}
--------------------

As per Cohen's classification, an ES of magnitude 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 denotes small, medium, and large ES, respectively.[@CIT0040] The effect size value may be positive or negative. For continuous outcomes, an ES of zero means there is no difference between the groups being compared, while, for binary outcomes the value of 1 would indicate there is no difference between the groups. ES has been discussed in details by Durlak,[@CIT0040] and throughout our meta-analysis we will stick to the interpretations and guidelines provided.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041]

Results {#S0003}
=======

After a careful title and abstract screening, 8,604 studies were excluded and 84 studies were examined in full text. Only 23 out of 84 studies were found at par with all the inclusion/exclusion criteria, while studies were excluded in full text screening because of different settings (n=13), studies did not mention any level of CP-GP collaboration (n=33), outcomes were not of interest (n=10) or combined both chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma (n=1), an ongoing study, ie, study protocols (n=3), and a descriptive study (n=1).

A total of 23 articles were included in the final review ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). There were six studies with RCT study designs, four C-RCT, three controlled interventions (CI), seven pre--post (PP) studies, and three case control studies (CC). Most of the studies were conducted in Australia (n=8); followed by the US (n=3); UK, Germany, Canada (n=2 each), and Finland, Spain, Italy, Malta, Denmark, and Belgium (n=1 each). Figure 1PRISMA flow diagram.**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CP, community pharmacist; C-RCT, clustered randomized controlled trial; GP, general practitioner; RCT, randomized controlled trial; Tit/Abs, Title/Abstract; n, number.

There was a wide range of patient's age included in this review; age ≥18 years (n=18), age ≥12 years (n=4), and age ≥7 years (n=1). The majority of the studies provided interventions to patients with moderate-to-severe asthma. The duration of the studies included in this review ranged from 6 weeks to 5 years; 6 weeks (n=1), 3 months (n=1), 6 months (n=11), 9 months (n=2), 12 months (n=7), and 5 years (n=1). The most common mode of delivery of the asthma intervention was face to face (n=19), followed by "mailed intervention" (n=3). One study compared "mail vs face to face intervention", and one study used mix mode intervention ie, face to face and mail follow-up.

Seven studies reported the duration of the intervention provided by CPs per session. The duration of intervention, categorized by the researchers, was divided into: 10--30 minutes (n=5), 31--44 minutes (n=1), and 45--60 minutes (n=1). There was little information available on the duration of intervention in other studies (n=15).

Furthermore, 14 studies reported the number of visits a patient had to attend CP during the study to receive intervention. The most common number of intended visits cited were four (n=9), but it varies considerably based on the duration of study. As a matter of fact, the shorter the duration of the study the less visits can be possible. The most common type of CPs' intervention in these visits was patient education and counseling, which focused on: inhaler technique correction (n=10), asthma knowledge (n=11), self-management measures to keep asthma under control (n=9), drug use and therapy monitoring (n=9), and medication adherence (n=8). Nearly all studies employed more than one intervention.

The scores on the hypothetical collaboration scale showed that seven studies obtained scores of 10/10, while one study obtained 9/10 and one study had an 8/10 score. The remaining the studies (n=9) have a score \<8/10. "Patient referral" was the most frequent (n=17) type of collaborative intervention cited in the studies, followed by "CP's training" (n=15), ie, CPs' training by physician, for a proposed intervention, such as on disease management or pathological basis asthma or how to respond to an emergency. Almost half of the studies (n=11) mentioned the highest form of collaboration, ie, where CPs recommended their GPs for changes in medicine or dose. There was only one study which involved "integrated" collaborative practice between GP and CP, while the rest of the studies (n=22) involved remote collaboration.

A summary of the reported outcomes is provided in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. Based on broad categories of outcomes as defined in the inclusion criteria (clinical, humanistic, and economic outcomes), only four studies reported all three outcomes. On the other hand, five studies reported purely clinical outcomes and two studies reported only humanistic outcomes.Table 2Summary of the characteristics of the included studiesAuthor/year/countryStudy design/ durationPatientsDescription of servicesCollaborationOutcomesInterventionControlPopulationInterventionTypeCS scoreType/measureResult*p*-valueArmour et al,[@CIT0049] 2007, AustraliaRCT/6 M Multi-sites=50165/351186/351 (UC)Adult=18--75 years (mild-to-moderate-to-severe asthma)Face to face (4 compulsory visits, 1 optional). Patient education and counseling on: inhaler techniques assessment and correction; asthma knowledge, self-management and control; medication adherence assessment and assurance; follow-up 1, 3, 6 M post-baseline;\
duration of session =NCRCT10Asthma severity/NAC severity assessment table\
- severe asthma\
- moderate asthma\
- mild asthma↓ in I act C\
↓ in I act C\
↑ in I act C\<0.001\
\<0.001\
\<0.001Pulmonary functions/spirometry\
- FEV~1~\
- FEV~1~/FVC-NSSD b/w I and C\
-NSSD b/w I and C=0.14\
=0.71Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C\<0.001Adherence/BMQ↑ in I act C=0.04QoL/AQLQ score↑ in I act C=0.05Asthma knowledge/CAKQ score↑ in I act C\<0.01Asthma control (perceived)/PCAQ score↑ in I act C\<0.01Armour et al,[@CIT0047] 2013, AustraliaC-RCT/6 M3 visits =193/3544 visits =\
161/354\
\*3 vs 4 visits act as control for each other.Adult=18 years or \>\
(severe asthma Pt at risk of adverse events)Face to face (3 and 4 compulsory visits). Patient education and counseling on: inhaler techniques assessment and correction; asthma knowledge and self-management; drug use and therapy monitoring; medication adherence assessment and assurance; follow-up 12 M post baseline; median time/duration of session for visit 1, 2, 3, 4 were 75, 30, 50, 20 minutes, respectively; median duration 20 minutesRCT10LABA usageAlmost equal ↑ in both groups.\<0.05Corticosteroid usageAlmost equal ↑ in both groups\<0.05SABA usageAlmost equal ↓ in both groups\<0.001Inhalation technique correction/DSCAlmost equally improved in both groups\<0.001Adherence/BMQ scoreAlmost equal ↓ in both groups\<0.01QoL/AQLQ scoreAlmost equally\
improved in both groups\<0.001Asthma control (perceived)/(PCAQ)Improved in both groups\<0.001Asthma knowledge/CAKQ scoreGroups but 4V more improved act 3 visit\
Almost equally\
improved in both groups\<0.001Garcia-Cardenas et al,[@CIT0005] 2013, SpainC-RCT/6 M186/336150/336 (UC)Adult=18 years or \> (patients with moderate to severe asthma)Face to face (3 compulsory and 3 optional visits only if needed).\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma knowledge and self-management;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
follow-up 3, 6 M post baseline;\
duration of session =NCRCT1Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C\<0.001Adherence/MMAS↑ in I act C\<0.001Asthma control/mean ACQ↓ in I act C (improved control)\<0.001Manfrin et al,[@CIT0043] 2017, ItalyC-RCT/\
9 M\
(largest RCT conducted in community pharmacy for asthma in the world)400/816416/816\
(UC)Adult=18 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (number of visits =NC).\
Medicine use review\
Education on assessment of:\
asthma severity and control;\
medication adherence;\
duration of session =26 minutes;\
follow-up 6, 9 M post baseline\
NOTE:\
Two groups A and B. A started the intervention soon after training while B started execution of intervention 3 months later.RCT10Asthma control/ACT↑ in I act C\<0.01Adherence/MMAS↑ in I act C\<0.01Cost effectiveness analysis/cost per QALYCost effective in I act C\<0.01QoL/QALY/EuroQol-5D:↑ in I act C=0.01McLean et al,[@CIT0053] 2003, CanadaC-RCT/12 M191/450226/450\
105/450\
\*3 arms study, 1 intervention and 2 control group\
(UC)Adult/pediatric mix: 7--84 years\
(uncontrolled asthma Pt OR severe)Face to face (visit every 2--3 weeks for initial 3 visits, then every 3 months).\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma knowledge and self-management;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
duration of session =1 hour for first 3 visits;\
follow-up after every 3 M post baselineRCT4PEFR↑ in I act C=0.0002Asthma symptoms/total symptom score↓ in I act C=0.000SABA usage↓ in I act C=0.0082Corticosteroid usageNSSD=0.6309Asthma knowledge/21 item questionnaire↑ in I act C=0.000QoL/AQLQ-JImproved in I act C=0.0001ED visitsNSSD=0.4757Hospital visitNSSD=0.939Asthma controlImproved in I act C=0.005Mehuys et al,[@CIT0051] 2008, BelgiumRCT parallel-group/\
6 M80/15070/150\
(UC)Adult=18--50 years\
(moderate-to-severe asthmatics on a controller or maintenance\
medication)Face to face (5 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma knowledge and control;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
duration of session =NC;\
1, 3, 6 M follow-up post baselineRCT5Asthma symptom\
Nighttime awakeningsNSSD=0.044Need for rescue medication/(SABA usage)NSSD=0.044Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C=0.004Adherence/refill rates and self-reportingNSSD=0.016Asthma control/ACT scoreNSSD=0.492QoL/AQLQ, scoreNSSD=0.128ED visits or hospitalizationsNSSDNCAsthma knowledge/KAAMQ,NSSD=0.133PEFNSSD=0.703Bereznicki et al,[@CIT0058] 2013, AustraliaRCT/\
6 weeksMail =\
414/1,083Face to face =235/1,083\
Control =434/1,083\
(UC)Adult=18 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face vs mail vs control\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma medications, management and control;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
analysis of poor asthma control from drug dispensing data and its management;\
duration of session =NCRCT6Preventive-to-reliever drug ratio↑ in F\> Ma \> C\<0.0001Daily SABA use↓in F\> Ma \> C\<0.0001Daily corticosteroid usage↓ in Ma act C\
↑ in F act M and C=0.48\
=0.14Charrois et al,[@CIT0042] 2006, CanadaRCT/\
6 M29/6132/61\
(UC)Adult=17--54 years\
(Pt with poorly controlled asthma/high risk Pt)Face to face (4 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma control;\
medication use assessment;\
follow-up, 2 weeks, 1, 2, 4, 6 M;\
duration of session =NCRCT3Oral steroid useNSSD=0.11Inhaled steroid useNSSD=0.51FEV~1~NSSD=0.40Asthma control/ACQ scoreNSSD=0.91ED or hospital visitNSSD=0.91Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C=0.04Cordina et al,[@CIT0050] 2001, MaltaRCT/\
12 M64/11955/119\
(UC)Adult=14 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (12 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma symptom control;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up 4, 8, 12 M post baselineRCT10Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C=0.021PEF↑ in I act C\>0.05Asthma symptoms (night wheeze)Improved in I act C=0.051QoL/LWAQImproved in I act C=0.044Self-reported hospitalization↓ in I act C\>0.05Barbanel et al,[@CIT0057] 2003, UKRCT/\
3 M12/2411/24\
(UC)Adult=18--65 years\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (number of visits =NC)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma self- management;\
symptoms monitoring, recognition of trigger, emergency access;\
duration of session =45--60 minutes;\
follow-up by phoneRCT1Asthma symptoms/NEASS score↓ in I act C\<0.001Crowder,[@CIT0044] 2000, USAPre--post (Quasi experimental) two control groups/\
6 M6/126/12\
an external control group=8112 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population who has Oregon Health Plan )Face to face (8 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma knowledge;\
asthma, self- management, monitoring, recognition of trigger, emergency handling;\
medicine use review;\
duration of session =10--30 minutes;\
follow-up 6MRCT10QoL/LWAQ scoreNSSD=0.9330Asthma knowledge/patient asthma IQ formNSSD=0.0220Cost-benefit analysis\
- GP office visit cost\
- hospital visit cost\
- ER visits costs\
- beta agonist and inhaled corticosteroid cost↓ post intervention\
↓ post intervention\
↓ post intervention\
NSSD post intervention\<0.0424\
\<0.0001\
=0.0273Cost benefit ratio(\$5.71 returned for every \$1.00 investedNABunting and Cranor,[@CIT0045] 2006, USAPre--post (Quasi-experimental, longitudinal)/5 years202NAAdult=19 years or \>.\
(all insured asthma patients)Face to face (4 visit/year)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma knowledge and control;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance; drug therapy assessment and management;\
self-management and monitoring of symptoms;\
duration of session =30 minutes;\
follow-up=annualRCT10Asthma symptoms: wheezing episodes, cough/wheezing after allergen exposure, coughing, chest tightness/pain,\
exacerbation,\
nighttime awakening↓ post intervention\<0.0008↓ post intervention\
↓ post intervention=0.0011\
=0.01FEV~1~↑ post intervention\<0.00001QoL/AOMS scoreAll improved post intervention\<0.01Asthma severity (categorized as severe or moderate, persistent)↓ post intervention\<0.0008ED visits↓ post intervention 16.9 to 1.9 visits/100 pts/yearNCHospital admissions↓ post intervention from 5.1 to 1.9/100 pts/yearNCFinical trends over 5 years:\
- direct cost saving/5 years\
- Indirect cost saving\
- Combined direct and indirect savings/5 years\$161,187/pt/year\
\$1,230/pt/year\
\$584,307NAGums et al,[@CIT0015] 2014, USAPre--post (interventional)/\
9 M93NA12--83 years\
(Pt with persistent asthma)Face to face (4 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma self-management and control;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
duration of session =mean 60 minutes, for baseline and 15--20 minutes afterwards; follow-up =1, 2, 4, 6, 9 M post baseline\
(3, 5, 7, 8 M and 2 weeks call optional for poor asthma control pt)I10Number of ED visits and/or hospitalizations↓ post intervention\
(not sustained)=0.052Adherence/self-reported validated questionnaire↑ post intervention\
(not sustained)=0.03Asthma control/ACT mean scores↑ post intervention (sustained)\<0.0001QoL: AQLQ-M mean scores↓ post intervention\
(sustained)\<0.0001Inhaled corticosteroids use↑ post intervention (sustained)=0.024SABA useNSSDNCLABA useNSSDNCMangiapane et al,[@CIT0052] 2005, GermanyPre--post (interventional)/1 year128NAAdult=18--65 years\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (5 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma control and symptom management; medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up =6, 12 M post-baselineRCT5Asthma symptoms/by patients↓ post intervention\<0.001Asthma severity↓ post intervention\<0.002PEFR↑ post intervention\<0.001FEV~1~NSSD=0.48Adherence/MMAS↑ post intervention\<0.001Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved post intervention\<0.001QoL - LWAQ score↑ in post intervention\<0.001Asthma knowledge/AKQ↑ in post intervention\<0.001Narhi et al,[@CIT0059] 2000, FinlandPre--post (interventional)/\
1-year intervention, 1-year follow-up28NAAdult=20--64 years,\
(asthmatics with mismanage or uncontrolled asthma)Face to face (4 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
asthma symptoms;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up =after 1 yearRCT8Asthma symptoms:\
daytime wheeze,\
mucus excretion and allergic symptoms;\
night time wheeze and night time cough↓ post intervention\
↓ post intervention\
(both sustained at 24 minute follow-up)\
NSSD\<0.001\
=0.02\
\>0.05Oral steroid usage↓ post interventionNCSaini et al,[@CIT0060] 2011, AustraliaPre--post (interventional)\
6 M3 visits =216/398\
4 visits =182/398NAAdult=18 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (3--4 visits)\
Education and counseling on:\
asthma knowledge;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up =after 6, 12 M (mail questionnaire for follow-up)RCT1Asthma knowledge: CAKQ↑ post intervention in both groups (3 visits & 4 visits; however,\
NSSD between the groups.\
(sustained by 12 M follow-up)\<0.001Grainger-Rousseau et al, [@CIT0061] 1997, UKClinical controlled intervention\
6 M50/9848/98Age range not clear,\
mean age=16.8\
(general asthmatic population)Face to face (4 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
asthma symptoms management;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up =NCRCT5Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved post intervention\<0.05PEFR and night time wheezeImproved post intervention\<0.05Asthma symptoms (patient reported) and night time cough, day time wheezeNSSD\>0.05FEV~1~: FVCNSSD\>0.05QoL/QWBNot improved post intervention\>0.05HospitalizationNSSD\>0.05Herborg et al,[@CIT0062] 2001, DenmarkClinical controlled intervention multicenter/12 M209/413204/413\
(UC)Adult=16--60 ears\
(moderate-to-\
severe asthma)Face to face (12 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma symptom management;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
duration of session =41 minutes;\
follow-up =NCRCT8Asthma symptom/↓ in I act C=0.022PEFRNSSD=0.064Inhalation technique correction/DSCImproved in I act C\<0.001Asthma knowledge/17 items questionnaire↑ in I act C\<0.001QoL/LWAQImproved in I act C\
Improved in I act C\<0.001Hospital admissions and asthma clinic visit.↓ in I act CNCSABA usageApparently decrease in I act C but NSSD=0.086LABA usage↑ in I act C=0.019Corticosteroid usage↑ in I act C=0.018Schulz et al,[@CIT0056] 2001, GermanyClinical controlled intervention/12 M101/16463/164\
(UC)Adult=18--65 ears\
(mildtosevere\
asthma)Face to face (8 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on: inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma knowledge and severity;\
duration of session =NC;\
follow-up =6, 12 MRCT9Inhalation technique correction/DSCimproved in I act C\<0.001Asthma knowledge/asthma knowledge questionnaire↑ in I act C\<0.001QoL/LWAQImproved in I act C=0.018Asthma severity (rated by patients)Improved in I act C=0.008FEV~1~NSSD=0.475PEFRNSSD=0.515Saini et al,[@CIT0046] 2004, AustraliaClinical controlled intervention\
repeated measure\
/\
6 M (2 control group39/6728/67\
\*2 control groups were added to make this number.\
(UC)Asthmatics who use bronchodilator medications \>3 times a week or with recurrent attacksFace to face (4 visits)\
Patient education and counseling on:\
inhaler techniques assessment and correction;\
asthma knowledge and control;\
medication adherence assessment and assurance;\
asthma medications use monitoring;\
duration of session =56.6 minutes for baseline, 18.8 minutes 2^nd^ session and 21.1 minutes/pt 3^rd^ session;\
follow-up =1, 3, 6 MRCT5SABA usage↓ in I act C\<0.015Preventer to reliever ration↓ in I act C\<0.001LABA/inhaled corticosteroid↑ in I act C\<0.008Adherence/BMQ↓ in I act C=0.001Asthma severity↓ in I act C\<0.001QoL/AQLQ-M scoreImproved in I act C\<0.001Asthma control (perceived)↑ in I act C\<0.001Asthma knowledge/31 items questionnaire↑ in I act C=0.04Annual savings per Pt\
Cost-savings due to an overall ↓ in severity\$132.84 (in I act C)\
\$8,400.10/M (in I act C)NC\
NCPEFImproved in I act C\<0.001HospitalizationNot significant=0.08Bereznicki et al,[@CIT0055] 2008, AustraliaCase control/6 M706/1,133427/1,133\
(UC)Adult=18 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Mail\
Dispensing record mining by software to identify patients with suboptimal management of asthma.\
Patient education and counseling (written material) on:\
asthma knowledge, symptoms and control;\
follow-up =6 M;\
duration of session =NARCT5Asthma control/ACT↑ in I act C\<0.01Asthma knowledge/CAKQNSSD=0.41QoL/Mini AQLQ scoreImproved in I act C\<0.05Bereznicki et al,[@CIT0063] 2008, AustraliaCase control study/6\
M702/1,551849/1,551\
(UC)Adult=18 years or \>\
(general asthmatic population)Mail\
Dispensing record mining by software to identify patients with suboptimal management of asthma.\
Patient education and counseling (written material) on:\
asthma medication knowledge and appropriate use (drug use and therapy monitoring);\
follow-up =6 M;\
duration of session =NARCT5Preventer-to-reliever ratio↑ in I act C\<0.01Preventers ICS (daily usage)↓ in I act C\<0.001SABA (daily usage)↓ in I act C\<0.001Bereznicki et al,[@CIT0048],[@CIT0064] 2011, AustraliaCase control/\
12--18 M\
(follow-up study)421/718297/718\
(UC)Adult=18 years or \>\
(Pts who are at risk of poor asthma control)Mail\
Education by mail on:\
drug usage;\
analysis of poor asthma control from drug dispensing data;\
drug use and therapy monitoring;\
duration of session =NARCT5Preventer-to-reliever ratio↑ in I act C (sustained by 18 months)\<0.001SABA usage↓ in I act C\<0.0001ICS usage↑ in I act C\<0.0001[^2]

Appraisal of risk of bias {#S0003-S2001}
-------------------------

Summary graphs of Cochrane risk of bias and EPOC risk of bias are depicted in [Figures 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. As an overall finding, the studies included were free of many types of biases. However, the most common bias present was the "blinding of personnel". However, this is understandable as in this kind of scenario where an educational intervention is administered to improve asthma knowledge or drug use process, blinding of either patient or personnel is not always possible. Figure 2ROB Cochrane graph.Figure 5EPOC summary.**Note:** +, - and ? show low, high or unclear risk of bias, respectively.

Impact of the collaborative interventions {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------

To pool up the results of outcomes, we opted both methods, ie, qualitative or narrative synthesis, as well as quantitative or meta-analysis by statistically combining (where possible) the results to produce a summary effect of individual outcomes.

Evidence base through narrative synthesis {#S0003-S2003}
-----------------------------------------

To perform a narrative synthesis, outcomes were grouped into two broad categories: Favorable or significant (where the study clearly mentions a *p*-value less than 0.05, indicating significant improvements by CP's intervention).Unfavorable or non-significant (where the study clearly mentions a *p*-value more than 0.05, indicating no significant improvements by CP's intervention or no difference between intervention or control group).

The summary of the narrative synthesis of the impact of the CP-GP collaborative interventions on all outcomes are summarized in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 6Narrative synthesis of the included studies.**Abbreviations:** ED, emergency department; FEV, forced expiratory volume; FVC, forced vital capacity; LABA, long acting beta-agonist; PEFR, pulmonary expiratory flow rate; QoL, quality-of-life; SABA, short acting beta-agonist.

Clinical outcomes {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------

Eight studies reported the intervention outcomes on PEFR values from baseline to end-point. Of these, four studies concluded significant differences in improvement in PEFR between the intervention and control groups. However, four studies delineated no significance difference. Similarly, for FEV~1~, four out of five studies showed no significant difference made by the intervention. FEV~1~/FVC was measured in two studies, both showed non-significant improvements in the intervention as compared to the control group.

Asthma symptoms described as night time or day time wheezing and chest tightness, were evaluated in ten studies. Of these, nine posed significant positive results. Two studies demonstrated mixed results (positive for certain symptoms and not significant for others), and one study concluded no significant change. Nevertheless, the overall impact was positive.

Outcome on asthma severity was reported in five studies. The definition of asthma severity varies across the studies; nevertheless, all studies hold significant impact of interventions.

There were ten studies which explored asthma control as an outcome. Asthma control was defined by a specific score achieved on instruments deployed to measure the asthma control. These instruments were the Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ), Asthma Control Test (ACT), and Perceived Control of Asthma Questionnaire (PCAQ), and one other. Two studies showed non-significant results, as compared to eight significant studies.

A total of nine studies reported SABA usage in asthma patients, where seven hold a significant decrease in SABA usage in the intervention group, while one was non-significant, and one did not provide any conclusive data. Similarly, LABA use was discussed in four studies, three significant and one did not provide the data at end. Corticosteroids use was reported in ten studies; out of these, five were significant, four non-significant, and one study did not report the data. Another important parameter in drug usage in asthma patients was preventer-to-reliever ratio, which was highlighted in four studies, and these studies demonstrated significant improvement in the intervention group. The impact of GPs-CPs collaboration on asthma drug use. Two studies[@CIT0015],[@CIT0043] showed mixed results (improvement in one drug used but no change in another anti-asthmatic drug used).

Eleven studies applied educational intervention to the correct inhalation technique. All studies recorded significant improvement in patients' inhalation techniques.

The effects of these interventions on the number of hospital visits were evaluated in nine studies. Three studies mentioned the lack of data to reach any conclusion, while, the six remaining studies, except one, all reported non-significant results. On the other hand, an emergency room visit was an intended outcome in six studies, three studies could not reach to a conclusion because of limited data to perform statistical operation, while two studies documented non-significant results and one held significance.

Humanistic outcomes {#S0003-S2005}
-------------------

Other reported outcomes of GPs and CPs collaborative practice in asthma management include assessment of medication adherence, asthma drug use, and improvement in inhalation technique and knowledge of asthma. Eight studies reported medication adherence outcomes, where all of them are significant. In those studies, measurement of medication adherence was done using various tools, such as the Morisky medication adherence scale (MMAS) (n=3), Brief Medication Questionnaire (BMQ) (n=3), and the remaining two used self-reported questionnaires.

Patients' knowledge on asthma was assessed in 11 studies. Nine studies showed significant improvement on patients' asthma knowledge and medicine used in the asthma after intervention. This improved knowledge made patients better control and manage asthma. Only two studies reported non-significant changes. There is a considerable variation in the instruments used to measure asthma knowledge reported in those studies. Still, four studies used the Consumer asthma knowledge questionnaire (CAKQ), and three studies deployed the Asthma knowledge questionnaire (AKQ), while all other studies used different instruments (21-item questionnaires, Knowledge of asthma, and asthma medicine questionnaire).

Fifteen studies reported the impact of GPs-CPs collaborative practice on patients QoL. Of these, 12 studies reported significant improvement in QoL in the intervention group, while no significant difference between the groups was reported in three studies. Five studies used the Living with Asthma Questionnaire (LWAQ) as a tool to measure QoL, while seven studies administered various forms of the Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire(AQLQ: AQLQ-J, AQLQ-M, AQLQ-mini, AQLQ, IAQLQ), and three studies incorporated others.

Economic outcomes {#S0003-S2006}
-----------------

Economic outcomes were only reported in five studies. All five studies mentioned value for money of the collaborative practices in various study designs. The most recent national level study in Italy is the most promising one, where cost-effectiveness analysis (the difference in costs from the public healthcare and society perspectives) by the end of study proved the hypothesis that CPs' provided interventions were more cost-effective than usual care, and the probability of being cost-effective increased from 51.50% at 3 months to 100% at 9 months[@CIT0043] Another study[@CIT0044] cited a cost benefit ratio of CP's interventions as \$5.71 returned for every \$1.00 invested as compared to usual care. Similarly, the largest study in the US demonstrated the financial trends in the sense of a direct cost saving of \$1,61,187/pt./Y and an indirect cost saving of \$1,230/pt./Y of these interventions.[@CIT0045] Finally, a study in Australia concluded annual savings per patient Australian \$132.84, but *p*-values were not mentioned.[@CIT0046]

Evidence base through meta-analysis {#S0003-S2007}
-----------------------------------

The step by step procedure and results of all meta-analyses of each outcome are presented in [Tables 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}, while larger high definition images of meta-analyses are also provided in Appendix II. Out of 14, 11 outcomes were concluded in favor of CP-GP collaborative interventions with different magnitude of ES. Eight outcomes (Asthma Severity, Asthma Control, Asthma symptoms, PEFR, SABA Usage, Hospital visit, Adherence and QoL (AQLQ, LWAQ) demonstrated a small ES (d≥0.2), three outcomes (Inhalation Technique, ED visit, and Asthma Knowledge) witnessed medium ES (d≥0.5). Inhalation technique yielded large ES (d≥0.8) in RCTs subgroup analysis. However, three outcomes (FEV, Corticosteroids usage, and Preventer to Reliever ratio) did not hold significant ES (d\<0.2) and, thus, remain inconclusive. The collaboration was shown to be value for money in the economic studies in narrative synthesis; however, a limited number of studies did not allow pooling of data in meta-analysis. For all outcomes, the conclusion based on effect size is summarized in [Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Overall meta-analysisOutcome\
(Number of studies)Procedure for overall meta-analysis(Participants) {I[@CIT0002]} \[Effect size (95% CI)\] \<Interpretation of effect size\>Subgroup performed\
(yes/no)Forest Plot of overall meta-analysisAsthma severity\
(n=5)MA was possible on 3/5 studies but carried out on 2/5.x̅ and SD were given in (n=1).[@CIT0052]Data of (n=2) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0056]Data of (n=2) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0049]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=79%), the reason of heterogeneity was a single outlier[@CIT0046] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%). Thus, subgroup analysis was not required.(420) {0%}\[−0.4 (−0.58, −0.19)\] \<Small\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0001.jpg){#ILF0001}Asthma control\
(n=10)MA was possible on 8/10 studies and carried out on 7/10.x̅ and SD were given in (n=5).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0055],[@CIT0063]Data of (n=3) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043],[@CIT0049]Data of (n=1) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0005]Data were not provided in (n=1).[@CIT0053]Overall MA resulted (I[@CIT0002]=81%), so subgroup analysis was required. However, Bereznicki et al[@CIT0055],[@CIT0063] could not be combined in any subgroup being the only CC.(3090) {81%} \[0.3 (0.13, 0.51)\] \<Small\>Yes![](JAA-12-109-i0002.jpg){#ILF0002}Asthma symptoms\
(n=10)MA was possible on 5/10 studies and carried out on 5/10.x̅ and SD were given in (n=4).[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0057],[@CIT0059]Data of (n=1) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0062]Data of (n=3) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0053]Data were not provided in (n=2).[@CIT0055],[@CIT0061],[@CIT0063]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=64%), the reason of heterogeneity was a single outlier[@CIT0057] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%). Thus, subgroup analysis was not required.(871) {0%} \[−0.4 (−0.50, −0.23)\]\
\<Small\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0003.jpg){#ILF0003}FEV~1~\
(n=5)MA was possible on 3/5 studies but carried out on 2/5.x̅ and SD were given in (n=1)[@CIT0052]Data of (n=2) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0056]Data of (n=2) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0045]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=55%), the reason of heterogeneity was a single outlier,[@CIT0049] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%). Thus, sub-group analysis was not required.(420) {0%} \[0.1 (−0.13, 0.25)\] \<Non-Significant\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0004.jpg){#ILF0004}PEFR\
(n=8)MA was possible on 4/8 studies and carried out on 4/8.x̅ and SD were given in (n=2).[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052] However,[@CIT0051] could not be combined being the only RCT.Data of (n=2) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0056],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=2) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0053]Data were not provided in (n=2).[@CIT0050],[@CIT0061]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=22%), so subgroup analysis was not required.(983) {22%} \[0.2 (0.05, 0.34)\] \<Small\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0005.jpg){#ILF0005}Inhalation technique\
(n=11)MA was possible on 4/11 studies but carried out on 2/11.x̅ and SD were given in (n=2).[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052]Data of (n=2) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0056],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=4) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0042],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0050]Data were not provided in (n=3).[@CIT0046],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0061]Overall MA resulted (I[@CIT0002]=98%), so subgroup analysis was required. However,[@CIT0051] could not be combined in any subgroup being the only RCT.Subgroup (PP-CI) MA resulted (I^2^=98%), the reason of heterogeneity was single outlier,[@CIT0062] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%).(967) {98%} \[0.5 (−0.39, 1.44)\] \<Medium\>Yes![](JAA-12-109-i0006.jpg){#ILF0006}SABA usage\
(n=9)MA was possible on 5/9 studies but carried out on 5/9.x̅ and SD were given in (n=1).[@CIT0051]Data of (n=4) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0055],[@CIT0058],[@CIT0062]--[@CIT0064]Data of (n=3) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0053]Data were not provided in (n=1).[@CIT0046]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=88%), so subgroup analysis was required. However,[@CIT0062] could not be combined in any subgroup being the only CI.(3347) {88%} \[−0.2 (−0.39, 0.06)\] \<Small\>Yes![](JAA-12-109-i0007.jpg){#ILF0007}Corticosteroid usage\
(n=9)MA was possible on 4/9 studies and carried out on 4/9.Data of (n=4) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0055],[@CIT0058],[@CIT0062]--[@CIT0064] However,[@CIT0062] could not be combined being the only CI.Data of (n=5) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0042],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0053]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=0%), so subgroup analysis was not required.(2588) {0%}\[−0.0 (−0.08, 0.07)\] \<Non-Significant\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0008.jpg){#ILF0008}Preventor-to-reliever ratio\
(n=4)MA was possible on 3/4 studies and carried out on 3/4.Data of (n=3) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0055],[@CIT0058],[@CIT0063],[@CIT0064]Data were not provided in (n=1).[@CIT0046]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=0%), so subgroup analysis was not required.(2284) {0%} \[0.1 (0.05, 0.21)\] \<Non-Significant\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0009.jpg){#ILF0009}Hospital visit\
(n=8)MA was possible on 4/8 studies and carried out on 4/8.Number of patients and events were given in (n=4).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0045],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=3) were not convertible to number of events, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0053]Data were not provided in (n=1).[@CIT0061]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=0%), so subgroup analysis was not required.(949) {0%} \[0.3 (0.15, 0.77)\] \<Small\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0010.jpg){#ILF0010}ED visit\
(n=6)MA was possible on 4/6 studies and carried out on 4/6.Number of patients and events were given in (n=4).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0045],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=2) were not convertible to number of events, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0053]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=19%), so subgroup analysis was not required.(949) {19%} \[0.5 (0.24, 1.01)\] \<Medium\>No![](JAA-12-109-i0011.jpg){#ILF0011}Adherence\
(n=8)MA was possible on 5/8 studies and carried out on 5/8.x̅ and SD were given in (n=4).[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0053]Data of (n=1) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0049]Data of (n=3) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence, could not be pooled.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0043]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=73%), so sub-group analysis was required.(1124) {73%} \[0.3 (0.08, 0.56)\]\
\<Small\>Yes![](JAA-12-109-i0012.jpg){#ILF0012}Asthma knowledge\
(n=11)MA was possible on 10/11 studies and carried out on 10/11.x̅ and SD were given in (n=7).[@CIT0044],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0055],[@CIT0060],[@CIT0063]Data of (n=3) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=1) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0053]Overall MA resulted (I^2^=84%), so sub-group analysis was required.However, Bereznicki et al[@CIT0055],[@CIT0063] could not be combined in any subgroup being the only CC.(3110) {84%} \[0.6 (0.36, 0.76)\]\
\<Medium\>Yes![](JAA-12-109-i0013.jpg){#ILF0013}Quality-of-life\
(n=15)MA was possible on 10/15 studies and carried out on 10/15.x̅ and SD were given in (n=7).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0044],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0055],[@CIT0063]Data of (n=3) were convertible to x̅ and SD by the formulas.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0062]Data of (n=4) were not convertible to x̅ and SD, hence could not be pooled.[@CIT0043],[@CIT0045],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0053]Data were not provided in (n=1).[@CIT0061]There were two different scales used to measure QoL. One scale lower values indicate improvement in QoL (AQLQ), on the other hand, higher values represent improvement in QoL (LWAQ). Thus, overall MA was performed for both categories (ie, studies which used same tools were pooled up).In AQLQ category (I[@CIT0002]=95%), so subgroup analysis was required.In LWAQ category (I[@CIT0002]=92%), however, the reason of heterogeneity was single outlier,[@CIT0062] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%), thus, so subgroup analysis was not required.(2208) {95%} \[−0.2 (−0.64, 0.20)\]\
\<Small\>YesAQLQ![](JAA-12-109-i0014.jpg){#ILF0014}(432) {0%}\[0.4 (0.21, 0.60)\] \<Small\>No (LWAQ)LWAQ![](JAA-12-109-i0015.jpg){#ILF0015}[^3][^4] Table 4Sub-group meta-analysis resultsOutcome\
(number of studies)Procedure for subgroup meta-analysis(Number of participants)\
{I^2^}\
\[Effect size (95% CI)\]\
\<Interpretation of effect size\>Forest Plot of subgroup meta-analysisRCT-CRCTPP-CI/CCTotalAsthma control\
(n=10)For subgroup analysis, the studies with similar research designs were pooled, based on which two subgroups were made RCT-CRCT and PP-CI.Subgroup analysis for RCT-CRCT, n=5 studies were combined,[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0051] which resulted in (I^2^=83%).For PP-CI, n=2 studies were combined[@CIT0015],[@CIT0046] which resulted in (I^2^=0%).The total subgroup analysis resulted in (I^2^=77%).(1,704)\
{83%}\
\[0.3 (0.03, 0.55)\]\
\<Small\>(253)\
{0%}\
\[0.5 (0.28, 0.78)\]\
\<Medium\>(1,957)\
{77%}\
\[0.4 (0.14, 0.56)\]\
\<Small\>![](JAA-12-109-i0016.jpg){#ILF0016}Inhalation technique\
(n=11)Mehuys et al[@CIT0051] could not be combined in any subgroup being the only RCT. So, no RCT-CRCT subgroup was made.Subgroup (PP-CI) MA, n=3 studies were pooled,[@CIT0052],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0062] which resulted (I^2^=98%), the reason of heterogeneity was single outlier,[@CIT0062] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%).---(420)\
{0%}\
\[1.1 (0.88, 1.29)\]\
\<Large\>---![](JAA-12-109-i0017.jpg){#ILF0017}SABA usage\
(n=9)For subgroup analysis, the studies with similar research designs were pooled, based on which two subgroups were made RCT-CRCT and CC.Subgroup analysis for RCT-CRCT, n=2 studies were combined,[@CIT0051],[@CIT0058] which resulted in (I^2^=0%).For CC, n=2 studies were combined[@CIT0048],[@CIT0063],[@CIT0064] which resulted in (I^2^=96%).The total subgroup analysis resulted in (I^2^=89%).(998)\
{0%}\
\[−0.2 (−0.28, −0.03)\
\<Small\>(2,269)\
{96%}\
\[−0.2 (−0.72, 0.24)\]\
\<Small\>(3,267)\
{89%}\
\[−0.2 (−0.43, 0.03)\]\
\<Small\>![](JAA-12-109-i0018.jpg){#ILF0018}Adherence\
(n=8)For subgroup analysis, the studies with similar research designs were pooled, based on which two subgroups were made RCT-CRCT and PP-CI.Subgroup analysis for RCT-CRCT, was performed on n=3 studies were combined,[@CIT0047],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0051] which resulted in (I^2^=75%).For PP-CI, n=2 studies were combined[@CIT0046],[@CIT0052] which resulted in (I^2^=81%).The total subgroup analysis resulted in (I^2^=73%).(801)\
{75%}\
\[0.2 (−0.06, 0.51)\]\
\<Small\>(323)\
{81%}\
\[0.5 (−0.11, 1.18)\]\
\<Medium\>(1,124)\
{73%}\
\[0.3 (0.08, 0.56)\]\
\<Small\>![](JAA-12-109-i0019.jpg){#ILF0019}Asthma knowledge\
(n=11)For subgroup analysis, the studies with similar research designs were pooled, based on which two subgroups were made RCT-CRCT and PP-CI.Subgroup analysis for RCT-CRCT, n=3 studies were combined,[@CIT0048],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0052] which resulted in (I^2^=49%), the reason of heterogeneity was single outlier, [@CIT0052] which when removed from MA reduced the heterogeneity to (I^2^=0%).For PP-CI, n=6 studies were combined[@CIT0044],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0060],[@CIT0062] which resulted in (I^2^=0%).The total subgroup analysis resulted in (I^2^=0%).(702)\
{0%}\
\[0.6 (0.40, 0.70)\]\
\<Medium\>(1,275)\
{0%}\
\[0.7 (0.56, 0.79)\]\
\<Medium\>(1,977)\
{0%}\
\[0.6 (0.54, 0.72)\]\
\<Medium\>![](JAA-12-109-i0020.jpg){#ILF0020}Quality-of-life (n=15)For subgroup analysis, the studies with similar research designs were pooled, based on which two subgroups were made RCT-CRCT and PP-CI.Subgroup analysis for RCT-CRCT, n=3 studies were combined,[@CIT0047],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0051] which resulted in (I^2^=90%).For PP-CI, n=2 studies were combined[@CIT0015],[@CIT0046] which resulted in (I^2^=82%).The total subgroup analysis resulted in (I^2^=87%).(822) {90%} \[−0.2 (−0.61, 0.31)\]\
\<Small\>(253) {82%} \[−0.7 (−1.41,)-0.00\]\
\<Small\>(1,075) {87%} \[−0.4 (−0.71, 0.01)\]\
\<Small\>AQLQ![](JAA-12-109-i0021.jpg){#ILF0021}[^5][^6] Table 5Conclusion of outcomes based on the effect sizeOutcomeEffect size of the outcome in overall meta-analysisEffect size of the outcome in subgroup meta-analysisRCT and CRCTPP and CI/CCAdherenceSmallSmallMediumAsthma knowledgeMediumMediumMediumQuality-of-lifeSmall (AQLQ, LWAQ)Small (AQLQ)Small (AQLQ)FEVNon-significantNANAPEFRSmallNANAInhalation techniqueMediumNALargeAsthma severitySmallNAAsthma controlSmallSmallMediumAsthma symptomsSmallNANASABA usageSmallSmallSmallCorticosteroids usageNon-significantNANA*P*/R ratioNon-significantNANAHospital visitSmallNANAED visitMediumNANATOTALSmall: n=8/14 (asthma severity, asthma control, asthma symptoms, PEFR, SABA usage, hospital visit, adherence, QoL (AQLQ, LWAQ))Small: n=4/5 (asthma control, SABA usage, adherence, QoL (AQLQ)).Small: n=2/6 (SABA usage, QoL (AQLQ)).Medium: n=3/14 (inhalation technique, ED visit, asthma knowledge)Medium: n=1/5 (asthma knowledge)Medium: n=3/6 (asthma control, adherence, asthma knowledge)Large: n=0/14Large: n=0/5Large: n=1/6 (inhalation technique)Non-significant: n=3/14 (FEV, corticosteroids usage, preventer to reliever ratio)Non-significant: n=0/5Non-significant: n=0/6[^7]

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first review and meta-analysis of CP-GP collaborative intervention in asthma management. The evidence base from this systematic review witnessed the increasing level of collaboration between CPs and GPs, and confirmed the clinical, humanistic, and economical superiority of the collaborative interventions to improve asthma outcomes as compared to usual care. This review distinguished many studies reporting the collaborative interventions. Involving CPs in clinical decision-making in collaboration with GPs is an emerging trend worldwide, and a significant number of studies were conducted on collaborative practice between CP and GP in recent years in European countries.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0043],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048]

The results were consistently significant for improvements in inhalation technique, which isa core element of better asthma control. Similarly, the need of rescue medicine decreased (high usage of rescue medication means poor asthma control) which contextually proved the better management of asthma in the intervention group.

Achieving and sustaining asthma control and improvement in QoL are the foundation of asthma management. These interventions on the whole have significantly improved not only the medication use and management, but also substantially contributed towards better control and self-management, as well as enhanced knowledge and QoL. The possible reasons for this improvement could be attributed to: Patient's enhanced knowledge of diseases and medication which may halt the patient's false belief on pseudo medicine or therapies.Patient's better understanding of the identification of triggers and ways to minimize or handle effectively.Written self-management strategies.Corrected inhalation technique.Better understanding and adherence to medication regimen (the appropriate use of reliever and preventive medication).Refined collaboration of caregivers, where they update and refer patients to each other for medications review, advice, education, and counseling, projecting a sense of ownership of patients.

The current review presents a different but important consideration; compared with other systematic reviews which cover individual CPs interventions, the focus was on collaborative practice between CP and GP. An interesting observation made in this review was the presence of a general correlation between the impact of intervention on patients' multiple outcomes and score on collaboration scale; that is, the higher the collaboration-score, the higher would be the positive patients' outcomes. For instance, all studies with collaboration-scores 10/10 (indicator of highest form collaboration) has significantly improved all outcomes (clinical, humanistic, and economical) in the intervention group.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0043],[@CIT0045],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050] On the contrary, the studies with a Collaboration scale score ≤5 have shown multiple outcomes with no significant statistical difference in the intervention group as compared to the control group.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0051]--[@CIT0053]

In his doctoral thesis, Amirthalingam[@CIT0054] pointed out that collaboration between CP-GP rather than solo CPs' interventions could produce more promising results in clinical and humanistic outcomes in chronic diseases like hypertension. Our review seconded the findings for asthma and established the fact that collaborative intervention in asthma management is promising, especially for clinical and humanistic outcomes. The positive impact of collaborative practice on asthma management has implications for practice and policy. The policy-makers should consider the untapped potential and formulate policies which favor the role of CPs in medication management, especially in chronic diseases. Positive experiences from this collaborative model approach of chronic diseases management should be taken as a lesson for countries where the concept of single care provider is still widely operated.

A notable point which may constitute high heterogeneity in the results was the use of diverse data collection tools (questionnaires) in the added studies for the same outcome. For instance, QoL, asthma knowledge, and adherence to medications were assessed in various studies using three, four, and two different types of questionnaire, respectively. This made the situation overly complicated, and it needs a standardized approach in future. We gave due importance to heterogeneity and executed subgroup analysis to find out the outliers and reasons of extreme heterogeneity.

In meta-analysis, out of the 11 outcomes which favored collaborative practice, eight outcomes resulted in small and three medium effect sizes. An important point regarding the magnitude of effect size obtained in the meta-analysis of various outcomes needs to be understood clearly. It is irrational to consider a large effect as the only important effect. It must be clear while drawing some conclusions that, for a policy-maker, a small effect size of 0.2 may also hold much attention. It is not just the numerical superiority of ES which matters, it is also the clinical relevance of the magnitude of an outcome, which holds much weight when making a policy change, ie, how big the problem is, and how much healthcare resource it utilizes. For a chronic disease with a huge burden, even a small ES may be of importance for the policy-makers.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041]

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis was carried out to pool the data for adherence[@CIT0024] Authors reported significant improvements in adherence. However, the methodology used to conduct meta-analysis was different, and the scope of the review was not focused on collaborative interventions, yet the results hold a similar level of significance, as described in our results, and our data further confirm the strength of the evidence.

The expanded role of CPs in patient care and as a potential resource of relationship building between patient and primary caregiver was evident throughout the studies involved. The active participation of CPs and resultant positive outcomes could be attributed to various factors, which may include but are not limited to a) the advance certification programs on medicine management or pharmacotherapy or diseases management offered by the pharmacist associations in the countries reported (eg, the Australian Association of Consultant Pharmacy or American Pharmacist Association), b) the advance level trainings and modern curricula of pharmacy education with more emphasis on pharmacotherapy and patient care for a specific chronic disease management (asthma, diabetes, hypertension), and last but never least, c) the emerging scope of financial incentives (reimbursements) for the CPs.

Finally, there were a few economic studies with poor design. It was not possible to pool the studies because of limited data. There is a growing need for well-designed economic studies which appraise CP-GP collaborative practice which may clear the blurred economic picture. This will further facilitate the decision-making in healthcare systems.

The strength of the review is the systematic way evidence is collected, appraised, and depicted in the form of meta-analysis for 14 different kinds of outcomes, where many of the outcomes were not previously quantified. Furthermore, the meta-analysis procedure was discussed in detail, and subgroup analysis was carried out to get a clear picture of effect size.

Limitations {#S0004-S2001}
-----------

The following limitation of this review is noted: Every effort was made to make the search extensive, still, because of a lack of accessibility, we could not search International pharmaceutical abstracts and Embase. However, various other databases were added to compensate for this.

It was still difficult to group the outcomes in individual studies to pool the results in a meta-analysis. There were a number of factors which governed these limitations, for instance the medley of methodological designs, differences in patients' population, and prognostic variables, as well as a lack of definite statistical power to reach a conclusion. Besides, for continuous outcomes (ACT, ACQ scores, or asthma severity etc.), many studies have serious flaws which halt their addition into meta-analysis; for instance, missing standard deviation of mean change for control group,[@CIT0005],[@CIT0055] lack of control group measures,[@CIT0047],[@CIT0052] and lack of standard deviation of mean for both groups.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0056] We tried to convert the available data to the format which is suitable to add in the meta-analysis, but it was not plausible for all studies. However, for dichotomous outcome (eg, asthma control) a few studies were appropriate for meta-analysis.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0051] The authors believe the major reason of heterogeneity and a few inconsistent results are primarily linked with the different instrument used to assess the same outcome, as mentioned in the summary table. Apparently, the interventions are similar, but, on a zoomed scale, we find the difference in contents of training, modes of delivery, and duration and frequency of sessions are quite different. Furthermore, the follow-ups were by telephone,[@CIT0057] while others use mail[@CIT0048],[@CIT0058] or face to face sessions. All these could be taken as a potential source of variability. Besides this, many studies proffer some flaws; for instance, two studies have too few patients in their sample, which make the results a bit dubious and less generalizable.[@CIT0044],[@CIT0057] The longest study in the US evaluating the impact of CPs interventions, though, mentioned significant beneficial effects for the patients and healthcare system; however, this can be criticized for the free medications which were given to patients as an incentive to attract.[@CIT0045] This potential factor can lead to an interpretation that free access to medicine may itself be self-sufficient to have a good impact on patient clinical outcomes, irrespective of the specific intervention. Another considerable drawback in the same study was the CPs interventions cover 75% of patients, and still 25% of patients were given the intervention in the hospital, while there was no clear-cut data depicting this separation and, thus, contaminating the study. Furthermore, a pediatric population was also added to the study, but no data accounts for this population.[@CIT0045] Finally, the use of different scales in various studies offers a significant limitation, which may lead to non-reproducible results. Hence, there is a need to standardize the methodology, research designs, tools, as well as the intervention. This will further minimize the biases and strengthen the base. Although 11/14 outcomes have shown promising results, we still need further data in the form of large RCTs with standardized tools of research to expand our understanding on this issue.

Despite some inherent limitations in studies included in this review; nevertheless, results were coherent and sufficiently comprehensive for the positive impact of the CP-GP collaboration in inhalation technique correction, medication use, asthma control, knowledge, and adherence. Other outcomes also appear promising, but need well designed clinical trials.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

The community pharmacy setting has emerged as a beneficial point of contact for management of asthma. The overall evidence base is consistent in favor of CP-GP collaborative practice in asthma management and supports implementation of this collaborative practice between CP-GP. The results of this research advocate the active engagement of CPs in asthma management and rational drug use. The evidence is sufficiently comprehensive to favor CPs intervention for inhalation technique correction, asthma knowledge and control, drug adherence, QoL, and rationalizing drug use. The time has reached CPs to individualize patient care plans and practice evidence based pharmaceutical care. The Australian concept of "asthma friendly pharmacies" could serve as one of the millennium goals to make the retail pharmacy setup into a modern future "health hub".
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** COPD, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease; CP, community pharmacist; GP, general practitioner; PICO-TS, Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome, Timings and Setting; QoL, Quality-of-Life; RCT, randomized controlled trial.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** Pt, patients; DD, daily dose; UC, usual care; M, month; NA, not applicable; CS, collaboration scale; NC, not clear; ED, emergency department; C, control; I, intervention; RCT, randomized controlled trials; C-RCT, clustered randomized controlled trial; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate; PFI, peak flow index; VC, vital capacity; FEV**~1~**, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; SOB, shortness of breath; NSSD, not statistically significant difference; ACQ, Asthma Control Questionnaire; AQLQ, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; AQLQ-J, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire-Juniper; AQLQ-M, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire-Marks; Mini-AQLQ, Mini-Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; EPR-2, Expert Panel Report-2; LWAQ, Living with Asthma Questionnaire; QWB, Quality of Wellbeing questionnaire; SABA, short-acting beta receptor agonist; BMQ, Brief Medication Questionnaire; MMAS, Morisky medication adherence scale; KAAMQ, knowledge of asthma and asthma medicine questionnaire; AOMS, Asthma Outcomes Monitoring System; AKQ, Asthma Knowledge Questionnaire; CAKQ, Consumer Asthma Knowledge Questionnaire; PCAQ, Perceived Control of Asthma Questionnaire; CAKQ, Consumer Asthma Knowledge Questionnaire; IAQLQ, Impact of Asthma on Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; NHP, Nottingham Health profile; PFM, Peak flow meter; AMI, Asthma Morbidity Index; NEASS, North of England Asthma Symptoms Scale; CR, cluster randomized control trial; *P*, pre--post study; Cont, controlled clinical intervention; CC, case control study; DSC, Device Specific Checklist; F, face to face; Ma, mail; act, as compared to; C, control.

[^3]: **Notes:** Data refer to values of any outcome at end point; meta-analysis was performed on the end point data (x̅ and standard deviation values) of each outcome; mean=mean change+mean at baseline; SD=√Nx(upper limit--lower limit)/t-distribution (SD at endpoint was calculated by converting 95% CI); SD=SEMx**√**N; SD=IQR/1.35; SD=(maximum value in range--minimum value in range)/4.

[^4]: **Abbreviations:** I^2^, Heterogeneity; CI, confidence interval; x̅, mean; SD, standard deviation; MA, meta-analysis; CC, case-control; RCT, randomized controlled trials; Cont, controlled intervention; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate; FEV**~1~**, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; AQLQ, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; LWAQ, Living with Asthma Questionnaire; n, number; UC, usual care; NC, no care; CP, community pharmacist; GP, general practitioner; RCT, randomized controlled trials; C-RCT, clustered randomized controlled trial; PP, pre--post.

[^5]: **Notes:** Data refer to values of any outcome at end point; meta-analysis was performed on the end point data (x̅ and standard deviation values) of each outcome; mean=mean change+mean at baseline; SD=√Nx(upper limit--lower limit)/t-distribution (SD at endpoint was calculated by converting 95% CI); SD=SEMx**√**N; SD=IQR/1.35; SD=(maximum value in range--minimum value in range)/4.

[^6]: **Abbreviations:** I^2^, Heterogeneity; x̅, mean; SD, standard deviation MA, meta-analysis; C-RCT, clustered randomized controlled trial; PP, pre--post; CC, case-control; RCT, randomized controlled trials; CI, confidence interval; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate; FEV**~1~**, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; AQLQ, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; LWAQ, Living with Asthma Questionnaire; n, number; UC, usual care; NC, no care; CP, community pharmacist; GP, general practitioner.

[^7]: **Abbreviations:** PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate; FEV**~1~**, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; AQLQ, Asthma Quality-of-Life Questionnaire; LWAQ, Living with Asthma Questionnaire; n, number; NA, not applicable; PR, preventer to reliever; SABA, short-acting beta receptor agonist; ED, emergency department; PP, pre--post; CC, case-control; RCT, randomized controlled trials; CI, controlled intervention.
